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Abstract

This thesis examines the use of remorc sensing techniques for the investigation and monitoring
of geothermal areas in the Taupo volcanic zone of New Zealand. The research and
development of a helicopter-borne video thermal infrarcd scanner technique and associated
computer image processing methods constitutes the major portion of this study. In addition,
preliminary results are presented from a related shallow ground temperature sftdy conducted
to investigate diurnal, seasonal and meteorological effects on temperatures in active thermal
ground and results from a Fecursory assessment of SPor-l satellite multispectral imagery
obtained over the waiotapu Geothermal Field for detecting, identifying and mapping
characteristic geotherrnal surface features are also reported.

The initial conduct of nvo video thermal IR scanner test surveys, one using an Inframetrics
525 over portions of the Rotorua Geothermal Field, the other using a FLIR 1000A over
portions of the Wairakei-Tauhara Geothermal Fiel4 demonstrated that imagery useful for basic
geothermal feature mapping could be obtained in the late summer to early autumn period.
sunreying during the hours around dusk was shown to be appropriate. Experimentation
established instrument operating settings and defined nominal survey parameters. The real-
time video imagery format proved useful as an aid to navigation and as a check on prcper
instrument set-up and operation- The helicopter plaform provided valuable manoeuvrability
and control' The results obtained from these trvo initial surveys aided development of survey
design and conduct methodology.

The video imagery obtained with both the Inframetrics and FLIR scanners was compatible
with New Zealand's PAL standard- Visual TV-VCR inspection of the IR imagery allowed
easy identification of a range of nanual thermal features. Identification of cultural feanues
aided location of the thermal anomalies. The Inframetrics imagery suffered from serious
banding and other minor problems. The FLIR imagery was of a generally higher quality,
though it exhibited problcms.

The fundamental ability to digitize images fiom the videotapes and apply powerful computer
image processing techniques to aid interpretation and analysis was demonstrated. A
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methodology forpre-processing and enhancing the digitizedlnframetrics andFLIR images was
developed. Application of these image processing techniques brought out detail unavailable
in the grey-level imagery and greatly increased interpretation ability.

The demonstrated success of the first two test surveys led to the conduct of the first known
large-scale video thermal IR scanner surveys of geothermal fields. Most details of the first
of these ate confidential (at the client's request). A complete range of geothermal features
was detected and easily recognised and their distribution estabtished thus provid.ing a much
more detailed map of the geothermal activity than was previously available. The successful
results attained confirmed the survey design and conduct methodology used-

The serond and largest survey covered the entire Rotorua Geothermal Field (lg kmr).
Imagery was obtained with both the Inframetrics and FLIR IR scanners and a visible
wavelength video camera. Extensive ground control measgrements were made. This
comprehensive survey of geothermal activity established a baseline from which change can
be monitored The survey identified large scale seepage and submerged thermal input into
Lake Rotorua which may be the source of known missing chloride. The fint geothermal
surface feature changes were identified, thus demonstrating the usefulness of the method for
monitoring change- Pretiminary image temperature calibration results were obtained and a
procedure for constructing visible wavelengh-thermal IR composite images was developed.
The positive results demonstrated by this survey have led to the helicopter-borne video thermal
IR technique being adopted for major geothermal fearure mapping and monitoring progmmmes
in New Tnaland.

Preliminary assessment of the high spatial resolution (20 m) SpOT-l multispecral imagery
of the Waiotapu Geothermal Field. showed that the larger geothermal surface features can be
detected and identified on a contrast stretched, 3-band colour composite image.

A shallow (< 1 m depth) ground temperature measur€ment site was established in an area
extending from very acdve to near ambient cond.itions. Preliminary results show that
temperature variations rangrng from l-19 oC can occur in the most acdve grcund. These
temperaturo variations exhibit a strong negative correlation with aunospheric prcss111e changes
and can introduce large, unexpected inaccuracies in ground temperature measruements.
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the (Band 3)/@and l) ratio image. Notc that this imagc was
regenerated using a larger subscene (100 lines by g0 pixels) than
was used in the computsr printout analysis (g5 lines by 65 pixels),
consequently the ratio values in this table may vary bi a rew oN
from those in Table 6.3.

observed temperatur€ variations and mean tomperaturcs f<n the
8 month perid 22 tvlay l9g9 to g January 19fi.
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Plate 4.1:

Plate 4.2:

Plate 4.3a:

Plate 4.3b:

Plate 4.3c:

Plate 4.3d:
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List of Plates

Inframetrics 525 and visible wavelength video camera mounted on a
trolley in the back of the Bell Jet Ranger helicopter for the
6 February 1988 test survey of Rotorua.

Raw drgpized thermal IR image of Lake Roto-a-Tamaheke
(RIRWHAKS-DAT) and nvo magnified segmenrs illustrating the
4;line grcup intensity and horizontal displacement
characteristic of all the Inframetrics imagery.

A rav' digitized thermal IR image of the r,ake Roto.a-Tamaheke
area (RIRWHAKS.DAT) which demonstrates the basic image qualiry.

Tloe clean (i.e. with the instrument temperature range bar and
wedge removed from the left side and bonom, resfrctively)
version (RIRWHSI.DAT) of the plate 4.3a image.

The de-striped venion (RTRWHsID.DAT) of the plate 4.3b image.

An image (w8oE-DAT) ilIustrating the separated odd (wso-DAT,
top) and even (w8E.DAT, bonom) sub-images cr'ated from that
in Plate 4.3c.
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Plate 4.3e: The de-striped, shift corrected (relative shift of 2 pixels) image
(w8c2.DAT).

Plate 4.3f: The completely pre-processed (i.e. cleaned de-striped, shifted and
filtered with a uniformally weighted 4x3 box filter) image
(w8c2F.DAT).

Platn 4.4a: A digitized aerial photograph (oHINlvAp-DAT) of the ohinemutu
embayment area included for feature identification and location
pulposes.

Plate 4.4b: A digitized visible wavelength video image (RIRVOHIN.DAT) of
the Ohinemutur emba5rment area

Plate 4.4c: A raw digitized thermal IR image (RIROHIN4.DAT) of ttre
Ohinemutu embayment area.

Plate 4.4d: The completely pre-processed version (o4clwF.DAT) of the
image in plate 4.4c.

Plate 4.4e: A histogram equalized version (O4CIWFIIE.DAT) of the completely
pre-processed Ohinemutu image in plate 4.4d.
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Plate 4.4f:

Plate 4.4g:

Plate 4.4h:

Plate 4.4i:

Plate 4.4j:

Plate 4.5a:

Plate 4.5b:

Plate 4.5c:

Plate 4.6a:

Plate 4.6b:

Plate 4.6c:

Plate 4.7a:

Plate 4.7b;

Plate 4.8:

Plate 4.9:
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An image (o4cs90T255.DAT) illustrating the effects of linearly
lFTling the completely pre-processed image intensity values
1902551over the entire 8-bit range [0,255J.

The image (o4clwFr6c.DAT) resulting from density sricing the
pre-prccessed image in plate 4.4d into 16 equal inrcnsity bvJh
between 0 and 255.

A pseudo-coloured version of the histogram equalized image in
Plate 4.4e

A pseudo-coloured version of the linearly stretched image presented
in Plate 4.4f.

A pseudo-coloured version of the density sliced image presented in
Plate 4.4g.

A digitized 1976 aeiarphotograph (pusTlvAp.DAT) of the
Puarenga Stream mouth area.

A completely pre-prccessed, specially enhance.4 pseudo-coloured
image (P6C2WF.DAT) highlighting the subm"tgrd thermal spring
and stream edge seepages.

\ raw digitized thermal IR image (RIRpusr6.DAT) of the puarenga
Stream mouth area 160
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A digitized 1990 aerial photograph (ppvAp3.DAT) of the polynesian
Pools area. 
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A raw digitized thermal IR image (RIRpoLyr.DAT) of the
Polynesian Pools area which demonstrates the quality of the
initial imagery.

A pseudo-coloured version of the completely pre-prccessed, linearly
stretched (126,1451) Polynesian pools io,ug"pi"r"nrca in plate 4.6a.

A 1989 aerial colour photograph of the ctaters of the Moon
thermal area.

A mosaic of black 
-and 

whig photographs of thermal IR imagery
obtained over the Ctaters of the Moon thermal aroa-

A mosaic of black and white photographs of thermal IR imagery
of the AC Baths thermal pools area.

A mosaic of nvo black and white photographs of thermal IR
imagery obtained over the Waimk;i borefiJH area
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Plate 4.10:

Plate 4.ll:

Plate 5.1:

Plate 5.2a:

Plate 5.2b:

Plate 5.3a:
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A pseudo-coloured version of the exmcte4 frltered and stretched 
Page

FLIR thermal IR image CIfRlACBl.DAT) of the AC Baths area thermal
pool complex. Dg

A pseudo-coloured version of the extracted and filtered FLIR
$ermal IR image (LTSS6I.DAT) showing nanual seepago and motel
thermal discharges into the Waipatrihi arei of l-ake Taufo. 199

Squirrel helicopter with the FLIR and Inframetrics IR scanners
mounted 2to

A digitize( contrast enhanced aerial photograph of the
Arikikapakapa Golf Course/ Geyserland Hotef alea. Z2l

A contrast enhanced, pseudo-coloured FLIR IR image of area
illustrated in Plate 5.2a Z2l

A digitizeq contrast enhanced aerial photograph of a residcntial
section of Rotonra

Plate 5.3b: A pre-processed, contrast enhanced, pseudo-coloured Inframetrics
IR image of the area prcsented in plate 5.3a.

Plate 5.4a: A digirizod, contrast enhanced aerial photograph of Uruhina
Sneam mouth area

Plate 5.4b: A pre-processe4 empirically caribrate4 pseudocoloured
Inframetrics IR image of the ur"a presenied in plate 5.4a

Plate 5.5a: A digitize4 contrast enhanccd aerial photograph of old Taupo
Road area-

Plate 5.5b: A pre-processe4 empirically caribrate4 density sriced(l "c inrcrvals), pseudo-coloured Inframetrics IR image
registered to the aerial photograph in plate 5.5a-

Plate 5.5c: A visible-IR grey-colour composite image composed of the
two images presented in plates 5.5a and 5.5b.

Plate 5.6a: A digitize4 contrast enhanced aerial photograph of the
Puarenga Sueam mouth thermal area_

Plate 5.6b: A median filtered, contrast enhanced, pseudo-coloured FLIR
IR image of the area prcsented in plate 5.6a.

Plate 5.6c: A visible-IR grey-colo'r composite created by tnsening a
specially pseudo'coloureq registered version of the image inplate 5.6b into that in plate 5.6a.
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Plate 5.7:

Plate 5.8:

Plate 6.1:

Plate 6.2:

Plats 6.3:

A mosaic of grcy-lever photographs of FLIR thcrmal IR imagos
covering the Sulphur Bay arca.

A visible-thermal IR composirc pseudo-colorred image illustrating
detected thermal feature change in the ohinemutu a'Ja

The (Band 3)/(Band r) natio image for the waiotapu arca" Note
this image is slightly largcr (r00 lincs x g0 pixclsi o- tnut
presenrcd in the computer prinout (g5 lines x 65 pixels) of
Figure 4, Appendix U.

Three band colour composite spoT multispecral image of the
Waiotapu thermal area.

A 1983 black and whitc aerial photognph of the waioapu ttrermal
ATEA.
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